Validation and Expert Judgement
Validating expert probabilistic assessments is an essential aspect of the expert judgment process,
which has too often been neglected. The overall goal of rendering expert uncertainty a form of
scientific input in support of evidenced decision making is poorly served by ignoring validation.
We may distinguish two types of validation, namely in-sample and out-of-sample. In case
experts are combined using differential weights derived from performance on calibration
variables, comparing performance on these same variables is in-sample validation. In sample
validation is important as it drives the definition of performance metrics. The classical model
involves two generic performance metrics, calibration (statistical accuracy) and informativeness.
Other performance metrics could be contemplated, such as distance of the median to the true
values, likelihood of the true values (Cooke et al, 2008), percent of realizations falling with the
90% central confidence region (Lin and Bier, 2008) and the expected relative frequency of
observed outcomes (ERF, Flandoli et al, 2008). Inter comparisons of these and other weighting
schemes in-sample has not received much attention and would be of great value.
Out-of-sample validation involves either (a) using performance on calibration variables to
predict variables of interest, or if these cannot be observed, (b) splitting the calibration variables
into a training test set, initializing the model on a training set and evaluating performance on the
test set. The best way of performing this split is unknown and deserves high research priority.
Other forms of validation based on other performance metrics can be contemplated. The TU
Delft SEJ database is available to try out ideas.
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